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group of physicists led by Stephen
Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow who
argue that the expansion of the
universe is actually slowing down and
contracting. To support this idea, they
say the universe’s gravity is starting to
cause the universe to contract, because
of an acceleration caused by the
positive mass-energy contained within
the universe. This hypothesis has
gained a lot of support in the press and
even on the internet. The idea of a
contracting universe makes a lot of
sense. Think about it. In a collapsing
universe, there is less space for an
expanding object to move in. Thus, in a
contracting universe, more
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doesn't work when AJAX loaded content
into empty div I have a jQuery Masonry
example that fills an empty div with
content. It works fine and then when I
close the console and open the page
again the code works as expected.
However when I include ajaxified
content into the empty div the jQuery
Masonry plugin breaks. Here is the
demo var nwArray = []; nwArray[0] = {"
thumb":"","bigimage":"","caption":"Caption
1","title":"Test Title 1"}; nwArray[1] = {
"thumb":"","bigimage":"","caption":"Caption
2","title":"Test Title 2"}; nwArray[2] = {
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"thumb":"","bigimage":"","caption":"Caption
3","title":"Test Title 3"}; var
imageContainer = $("#container");
$(".portfolio").each(function(i, e)
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